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Haverford College Faculty Meeting Minutes 

 

Sept. 27, 2012      Deborah Roberts, Clerk 

4:15 p.m. 

 

Moment of silence. 

 

Action I. Approval of the minutes of Sept. 6, 2012. 

 

I. Report of the President. (att. doc.) 

 

President-Elect Dan Weiss and I are proposing a two-year strategic planning 

process; the idea is to keep moving forward but also to give Dan time next 

year to get his feet on the ground and to complete the plan which he will be 

overseeing as president. I would like to work with you this year to make a 

very good first draft. 

 

Dan will attend the Board meeting in October and will give a talk on Thursday 

night Oct. 11, at a dinner to which you are all invited, about the general 

situation of liberal arts colleges today. I also have talked about this (att. doc.) 

and about Haverford’s particular situation: that we are part of a tiny sector of 

the American educational scene, where more dominant trends are large, urban, 

public, career-oriented, and non-residential. The challenges are to meet the 

needs of a more diverse student population, higher operating costs and tuition, 

(hence the need to give more financial aid), and the financial and career 

anxieties of families, while also keeping up with technology changes. But we 

also have many advantages which make us one of the fortunate few, and the 

trick is to build on them, to leverage them to meet the challenges and to draw 

the stakeholders together. 

 

The plan sees five imperatives: 

 

1) the heart of Haverford’s strength is the excellence and reputation of its 

academic program; hence, academic enrichment is the priority, and to 

generate excitement for it. 

2) To revitalize central academic spaces in support of it. 

3) To contextualize academic work within institutional and external contexts 

and draw all the Haverford people together in the common cause’ 

4) To build the endowment and be financially responsible. 

5) To build our financial aid resources as well. 

 

We are not starting from scratch. The Blueprint has much good material in it; 

and we have also already begun talking about space. But the Blueprint dates 

from 2006, and there have been intervening experiences: The Great 

Recession, expanded fields of knowledge, a changing world. And the 

Blueprint looks at the academic program alone, not in a context of the total 
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education of the student. Moreover, The Blueprint is apparently not couched 

in the most donor-friendly and inviting ways. There are strong departmental 

statements (recently refreshed), but the connective tissue, and the student-

focus, are incompletely delineated. At its most reductive, one could say that 

The Blueprint is about 27 new positions and a 2:2 teaching load; the bottom 

line is that it is not a great sell as currently written. We need to develop a more 

persuasive statement, and, of course, one that makes a stronger case for the 

campaign. The campaign should privilege the building of academic 

excellence, and the rhetoric should enable the biggest possible piece of the 

donor pie for it. 

 

But for me, the task is more about updating our thinking on our curriculum, 

and about coming together around the work we share. (E.M. Forster, 

Howard’s End: “only connect!”) That is: To get the various constituents and 

functions united and energized to develop the savvy to realize our shared 

objectives. We are in the business of educating 18-22 year olds to become 

involved in the larger world beyond the classroom and the lab. We are in a 

transitional moment: we must reaffirm our values and remind ourselves of our 

purposes. Haverford is the quintessential model of “the liberal arts college.” 

We want to come up with the smartest, the scrappiest, the most strategic, the 

most compelling ways to position the College for success, one that will attract 

continuing generations of excellent and idealistic students and will compel our 

donors to reach deeply into their pocketbooks. 

 

QUESTION:  As a matter of fact, how many of the Blueprint’s proposed 27 

positions have been funded? REPLY (Institutional Advancement): 8  

funded or in the process of being funded now (Environment Studies 3, Music 

1, Fine Arts 1, Quaker Studies 1, and [soft-funded, current funding] Peace and 

Social Justice 1; and one more is in the final stages of negotiation.)  

 

II. Report of the Provost (att. doc.) 

 

The Provost assembled the faculty Task Force together in front for discussion. 

The Provost summarized Task Force discussions so far: 

 It is not just donor issues. Our students have a different sense of the world 

they are now facing; there has been a lot of recent thinking in liberal arts 

circles; we need to look at our already existing and emerging curriculum 

issues, here at Haverford now: new domains (Peace and Social Justice and 

Human Rights; Scientific Computing; Middle East Studies; Environmental 

Studies…) which are changing ways in which we think.  

 We want to articulate expansively our goals: how our plans lead to 

enrichment for students and ourselves. 

 We want to make more visible the new voices and new modes, already 

here, and how they interact with our established disciplines. 
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 Fewer of our future students will be academic scholars like us; they will 

need interdisciplinary skills, need to learn how to integrate different kinds of 

knowledge and how to do collaborative work. 

 We want to tease out of the Blueprint these interdisciplinary things. One 

model, among several others, could be the new Environmental Studies Minor: 

which works at several sites for faculty who also work in their own 

disciplines; which has attracted donor support; and which operates in a 

consortium across the tri-college. 

 Certain binaries can become paralyzing and should be avoided: 

“Knowledge Formation VS. Applied Work”; “Experiential and Community 

Learning VS. Traditional Learning”; “Teacher/Scholar (Us) VS. 

Student/Scholar (Them).” 

 

QUESTION: What ARE the larger-world “changes” which are driving this? 

Are they really changes? REPLY (President): There indeed are now fewer 

students in liberal arts colleges; we are very expensive; more applied 

education is wanted now; hence we are in a very competitive environment. 

 

COMMENT: I hear that there is a desire for more “instrumentalized” 

education in the outside world; but this is also a political discussion. Perhaps 

we could actually affect the discussion instead of merely reacting to it. We 

could push back in terms of what makes sense for us. 

 

COMMENT: About Environmental Studies at Haverford: We deliberately 

crafted the Environmental Studies program as a Minor because we felt it was  

not yet (had not emerged as) a Discipline.  (In response to a Question), 

because at the minimum, PhD programs were barely yet established which 

would be turning out practitioners, but also because we were ourselves 

skeptical that it should ever be a Major in itself. Provost’s comment: Yes, 

perhaps we can be proud, too, that we have only one interdisciplinary Major. 

(This was in commentary to a chart which had just been distributed by the 

Task Force showing the comparative number of interdisciplinary programs at 

our closest peers, with Haverford listed as having 1 Major and 15 Minors or 

Concentrations; and also a comment from the floor that some of the 

terminology---minor, major, concentration---perhaps obscures the numbers.) 

 

(Supporting) COMMENT: Many colleges have many students who do 

several majors; but I like our default model: One major, perhaps accompanied 

by a Minor or Concentration. A Haverford Major is a deep exposure. 

(Supporting) COMMENT: At many other colleges, fewer courses are 

required for a Major, hence it is easier to have several. 

 

COMMENT: We already do a lot of interdisciplinary stuff and we do it well; 

why should a Major be the test of interdisciplinarity?  
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QUESTION: Environmental Studies is multi-divisional as well as tri- college 

(a “consortium”): Do we actually like that model? 

 

COMMENT:  Instead of starting off talking about Majors and Minors and 

Disciplines, perhaps we should be asking the prior question: What IS 

“education, is it necessarily by way of Majors and disciplines, or should it be 

otherwise?”  RESPONSE (Task Force): We have indeed been talking about 

that too. We teach very well in our disciplines; but we are also training 

“citizens” in a broader sense. I keep hearing these days, from students and 

parents, and more insistently, “What is a ____ Major for?” Moreover, the 

students clearly are beginning to apply their Majors in a different way. Do we 

want to take charge of this? To make sure that the rigor and thoroughness of 

work in a discipline is applied to interdisciplinary work? 

 

(Supporting) COMMENT: I suspect that we are indeed losing students 

because we are so “disciplinary.” 

 

COMMENT:  The Provost has said that we should not be thinking in terms 

of 27 positions and a 2:2 load; I disagree.  Other institutions will be doing 

interdisciplinary work better than Havderford, and online education too. We 

need to focus on what we do and do well: size (smallness) is what we do 

especially well. We have to have a product that sells: what will enable the 

faculty to do this?  

 

COMMENT: What I especially heard the Provost say, and what especially 

excites me as a mid-career professor, is that we now have an opportunity to 

rethink and to do something different, to articulate what we can become.  

 

RESPONSE (Task Force): Some of the Blueprint was not explicit enough 

about what we were sensing was wrong, about what we felt we were not doing 

well and wanted to do better. Can we find ways to make a synergy between 

what we do and our students desires to find jobs after they graduate?  

 

COMMENT:  “Environmental studies,” which everyone else does now too, 

is not the way. And Interdisciplinarity is very hard to do well.  

 

COMMENT(S): Well, yes and no. We all do interdisciplinary work; it can 

exist within a discipline or across disciplines, that is not an important feature. 

What matters is the atmosphere, and that it be inspirational for students and 

for us. The Blueprint was started because we felt suffocated, we did not have 

the room to breathe. The teaching load was too heavy for us to do our own 

scholarly work, to write that second monograph, for making our excellence 

visible and legible. Teaching-load is a quantitative point: more hours to write. 

 

COMMENT: Let us not forget that The Blueprint was a “pay-as-you-go” 

plan; what Themes would stimulate donors to support it?  
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COMMENT (Task Force): Let us not fetishize “interdisciplinarity” only. 

How to leverage the connections among us which do produce this kind of 

work? The Blueprint talked of Clusters, but when we got down to “27,” 

suddenly it all became departmental: how could we expand our departments? 

 

COMMENT: I think we need another term to think about: Time. We need 

time to resist the pressure of accelerated pace. Can we articulate it that way? 

“We need time to do what we do well.” 

 

COMMENT:  If I can summarize as I see it: 1) The Blueprint was overtaken 

by the Depression in 2009. 2) It was indeed a success in setting the faculty 

expectations of a 2:2 load. 3) Haverford is about superb quality. 4) 

“Distinction” is not just “distinctive”: we are distinguished from large public 

universities with huge classes and from Online courses. 5) We liberal arts 

institutions are all the same and we must hang together. 

 

COMMENT: I think that we are indeed “inspired.” We do make connections, 

and we should emphasize the connections which inspire us. We created 

Environmental Studies because we were starting fresh and because we had 

money for it; but the three positions came as a result of The Blueprint. 

 

QUESTION: We used to talk about  “a Research College.” What happened to 

that term? Is “a research focus” still viable? 

 

COMMENT: We have to go somewhere at the end of the year, and you--- the 

faculty—has to become involved and hence informed.  The outside world of 

parents is informed. We cannot kid ourselves by taking for granted how 

unique and precious we are; we have to sell it. 

 

3. Announcements, Reports, Items for Action, Items for Discussion 

 

a. E.P.C. (Anne McGuire): a proposal for new time slots: MW 9-10:30 and 

MW 10:30-12.  

 

Last May we introduced the proposal (with no time for discussion); now 

we are discussing it; we hope to receive feedback from you, so that we can 

adopt it in October or November. 

 

It began as a student plenary resolution: students experience time-conflicts 

painfully, especially because 1:30-4 courses cut across two time-slots. 

These slots would be for 200- and 300-level courses. The data suggests 

that there would not be many conflicts. 
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COMMENT:  The data is deficient; in order to judge the effect of such 

slots, we have to look at the students who are actually taking these courses 

(the enrollees.) 

 

COMMENT: Bryn Mawr already has classes in these time slots, and 

classes in general which cut across several time slots.  

 

COMMENT: These slots conflict with beginning language courses. Our 

new language requirement means that more students will be taking them 

now. 

 

 

COMMENT:  These slots also conflict with beginning science courses. 

There is a pressure for seniors who are taking (belatedly) 100-level 

science courses; this change creates more conflict, since they are usually 

MWF morning courses.  

 

COMMENT: Since most courses are T-Th anyway, they all compete with 

each other already. The proposal is trying to create more slots to ease this. 

But wouldn’t it be better to start at 8:30; why are we avoiding the 8:30-10 

slot on MW?  

 

We took a preliminary straw poll: There were 51 votes. Yes 32, No 19.  

  

Then, in response to a suggestion that we had not received things 

enough in advance [in writing,] and had not had sufficient discussion 

for people to make an informed decision, we took another straw poll: 

There were 51 votes. Yes 22, No 7, “I don’t have enough information 

to decide this issue yet” 22. 
 

Anne McGuire urged the faculty to send comments to EPC.  

 

4. Open Discussion Period. 

 

COMMENT: Please, please, help the Task Force identify Themes and 

give us concrete feedback. 

 

COMMENT: Time, Breathing Space, is central to our discussions. Please 

give concrete suggestions to us. 

 

 

Adjourned at 6:00 p.m.    

     Linda Gerstein, Secretary to the Faculty 
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